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Your bedroom should be the ultimate sleep cave! There are several ways you can prepare your                
bedroom, according to the experts and my own experience, for a good night’s sleep. Below is a                 
checklist to measure how sleep-happy your bedroom is. Put a checkmark beside the statements              
that are true for you right now, and use the non-checked statements as a guide for making                 
some simple (but important) changes to your sleep space. These changes don’t need to break               
the budget – there are inexpensive (and in most cases, free) ways to optimise your sleeping                
environment for your BEST SLEEP EVER!  
 
Good luck in your quest, my friend. 
 
 



Decor 
 
I’m sure it’s no surprise to hear that having         
a bedroom you love spending time in is a         
positive thing. A bedroom that is messy and        
cluttered will likely cause anxiety and a       
sense of restlessness. A beautiful, clean      
and inspiring space will promote healthy      
sleep by making you feel comfortable and at        
peace in your environment.  
 
 I have filled my bedroom with items I love 

 My bedroom is clean and uncluttered 

 My artwork inspires me, promotes 
positive thoughts and/or memories 
 

 
Temperature 
 
Is your room too warm at night, or are you          
so cold you have a hard time falling asleep?         
The temperature in your room will decide       
how comfortable or restless your night will       
be! It has been said that your room should         
be cool enough that you feel like you’re        
hibernating when you’re snuggled in your      
bed.  
 
 I keep my bedroom between 60-67 

degrees during the night 
 I don’t feel a draft from a window when I 

am in bed 
 I don’t feel a draft from a cold/hot air 

return when I am in bed 
 I use a fan at night when the indoor 

temperature is too warm 
 

Lighting 

 
Lighting plays an important role in preparing       
our body clock for sleep. Dim the lights in         
your home an hour before bed, and use        
night lights in your hallways and bathrooms       
for when you get up in the middle of the          
night. Aim to make your bedroom PITCH       
BLACK when you’re in bed. Having a dark        
room tells your brain and body that it’s time         
for sleep, and investing in a pair of blackout         
curtains is a perfect way to achieve this! I         
bought a pair from Amazon that cost me        
less than $50, including the curtain rod.       
(Just be sure to order curtains that are        
several inches wider than your window so       
the light doesn’t sneak in through the sides.)        
There’s one more thing I want to talk about,         
and that’s getting rid of your digital clock!        
The digits, no matter how small, still have        
an effect on your sleep, and clock-watching       
is a terrible habit. If you struggle with        
Insomnia or anxiety (and even if you don’t!)        
ditch the digital clock or cover the numbers        
so your room is as dark as night while you          
sleep!  
 
 I have a way to dim the lighting in my 

bedroom an hour before bed 
 I have a curtain, shade, or blinds that 

cover my window and block out all light at 
night 
 I do not have a digital clock in my room 

 I do not leave any technology with 
flashing or blinking lights in my room at 
night 
 
 
 
 



The Bed 

 
Do you love your pillow so much you can’t         
sleep away from home without it? Do you        
wake up with neck or back pain and swear it          
has something to do with your mattress? Do        
you wake up sweating because you’re duvet       
is way too heavy? All of these things will         
affect your sleep, so upgrading your pillow,       
bedding and mattress will make a big       
difference. Unfortunately, good quality items     
of this variety can be pricey, so start with         
one thing and slowly upgrade as you spot        
local sales. Can I mention one more thing        
on the subject of beds? Your bed should be         
used for sleep and sex only. All other        
activities will confuse your brain into thinking       
the bed is nothing special, and certainly       
nothing related to sleep. It’s like Pavlov’s       
dog experiment – ring the bell and the dog         
salivates? See your bed and feel tired. It        
sounds crazy, but it’s been proven to work.        
For extra credit, change into your pajamas       
right before you crawl under the covers. In a         
short time, your brain will associate your       
pajamas and your bed with the act of going         
to bed. It sounds crazy enough to work,        
doesn’t it? 
 
 My sheets are light and cool, and feel 

good against my skin 
 My blanket/afghan/duvet is cozy  

 My pillow is the perfect size and stiffness 
for me, and I never wake up with a sore 
neck 
 I ONLY use my bed for sleeping and sex 

 
 
 
 

Technology 
 
Besides the idea that “unplugging” at night       
gives you a chance to engage in activities        
that don’t involve staring at your devices like        
a zombie, the blue screen on your device is         
actually affecting your brain and your sleep       
by blocking the production of Melatonin      
which promotes sleepiness. I know this is a        
tough one, but try to limit any device use at          
least an hour before bed. Also, enforce a        
‘No TV in the bedroom’ rule. That blue        
screen of death is hurting your sleep, and in         
some cases, your sex life. 
 
I don’t use my cellphone, laptop, or tablet 

in bed 
 I charge my electronics in another room 

or several feet from my bed 
 I have a cellphone curfew that keeps me 

from using my phone 45-60 mins before bed 
 I don’t have a TV in my bedroom 

 

Noise 
White noise works by drowning out the       
sounds that commonly wake us, such as       
traffic outside a window or a snoring       
partner. White noise is a static-y sound that        
can vary in tone and volume, and it's steady         
but unpredictable so it gently holds our       
attention without requiring any real focus.      
You can purchase a white noise machine,       
or download a free app. 
 
 I use white noise or earplugs to block out 

noises that would normally wake me up 
 If/When my bed partner snores/makes 

noises that keep me awake, I sleep in 
another room 



The Air  
 
Ah, the before-bed diffuser! Essential oil      
scents that are popular for promoting sleep       
are: Lavender, Vetiver, Roman Chamomile,     
Ylang Ylang, Bergamot, Sandalwood,    
Marjoram, and Cedarwood. Diffusers have     
grown in popularity lately, and can be found        
in all sorts of designs and price points from         
$25 to $200.  
 
 My bedroom has a pleasant scent to it 
 I keep any smelly things (like dirty laundry 

and my gym bag) out of my bedroom 
 I diffuse essential oils before bed to help 

me relax 
 I have at least one potted plant in my 

room to keep the air purified 
 I use a dehumidifier when I have 

breathing/allergy/asthma issues 
 
 

Wall Color 
 
Studies show that wall color can have an        
effect on sleep. I recently painted my       
bedroom pale blue to text this theory. I can’t         
say for sure that it’s made a difference, but         
it sure looks nice! Colors to avoid, according        
to experts, are purple, brown and grey. (For        
the record, I have painted my bedroom all        
three of those colors in the past. Don’t tell         
the experts, please.) Most importantly, aim      
for a calming color that you love. 
 
 My bedroom is a pleasant color that 

relaxes me 
 I have avoided bright, stimulating paint 

colors for my bedroom walls 
 

 
 
Furniture 

 
If you’re not supposed to use your bed for         
work or leisure activities, then a girl’s gotta        
get a comfortable chair! Do you have a        
place in your room for a desk and office         
chair? What about a really bitchin’ armchair       
to curl up in and read the Outlander series?         
If there’s no place in your room for more         
furniture, try getting creative with a big cozy        
pillow on the floor. You could create your        
own little reading nook! Then invite me over        
and we can drool over Jamie Frasier       
together. (That was an Outlander reference,      
in case you didn’t know… Sighhh!)  
 
 The furniture in my bedroom is functional 

and attractive 
 The surfaces of my furniture are 

uncluttered and covered with items I love 
and use daily 
 I have a comfortable chair to sit in to 

work or read 
 


